SYNOPSIS
It takes a special team of astronauts to survive the nine-month voyage to Mars without killing each other. This team’s not that special. Led by the blabbering mouth of backup pilot Dwayne Riggins, the crew must endure and overcome his antics if they plan to survive launch.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Five minutes, Stereoscopic 3D, CG Animated, with 360 Spatial Audio mix.
CAST

Riggins  Rob Riggle
Houston  Judy Greer
Rachel   Ellen Wong
Sergei   Alex Feldman

CREW

Director  Ethan Shaftel
Writer    Matt Jenkins

Executive Producers  Corey Campodonico
                     Alex Bulkley
Producers           Matt Jenkins
                     Monica Mitchell

Animation Director  Piotr Karwas
Production Design   Raul Dominguez
Character Animator  Joel Fletcher
VFX Artist          Eric Rosenthal

Music and Sound Design  Ryan Franks
                       Scott Nickoley
Sound Mix             SPG Studios
Technical Support     Alex Bradley
                       Hana Masters
DIRECTOR’S BIO
Ethan directs film, immersive, and interactive projects. His work includes KAIJU CONFIDENTIAL (Sundance 2019) and EXTRAVAGANZA (Tribeca 2017) plus a full-body STREET FIGHTER game for Red Bull, a room-sized video installation for Nike, animated parade floats for Disneyland, and tour content for Rihanna, Beyonce and Jay Z.

WRITER’S BIO
Matt Jenkins is bad at writing bios, but good at writing comedy! His credits include Comedy Central’s Jeff & Some Aliens, and YouTube Premium’s Dallas & Robo.
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Corey Campodonico
ShadowMachine
+1 323.466.7388
corey@shadowmachine.com